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ABSTRACT

Much attention has been given lately to the term “fan experience”, often in the context of improved Wi-Fi connectivity, larger video boards, game-day smartphone apps, and entertainment during every stoppage of play (Muret, 2014; Kaplan, 2014). What is often overlooked in this focus on technology is the human element; namely, how game-day staff and team personnel interact with guests. These interactions can include security checkpoints, providing accurate information, crowd management, parking control, access control, and all other guest touchpoints. When staff members work in a culture of service, these guest interactions will reflect positively on your venue.

The purpose of this study is to share distinct yet related strategies required for developing and maintaining a strong culture of service at a sport venue, and the marketing message required to convey that message. These include:

- Ongoing professional development
- Creating core values
- Developing engaging and memorable training
- Inspiring staff
- Soliciting and utilizing feedback
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